Gjording Fouser is consistently recognized as one of the leading litigation
firms in Idaho. Our lawyers represent businesses, hospitals, and
professionals in a variety of areas, including: construction, employment
law, insurance defense, medical malpractice defense, product liability
and professional malpractice defense.

TRUE TRIAL LAWYERS

Gjording Fouser PLLC
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Boise, ID 83702
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Gjording Fouser’s greatest asset is the extensive trial experience of its
two leading lawyers, Jack Gjording and Trudy Hanson Fouser. Collectively
they have been lead counsel in more than 200 civil jury trials over the
course of their careers, and they have been recognized nationally and
regionally as superior trial lawyers. Chambers USA interviewees say
“[Gjording Fouser is] particularly sought after for its experience handling
jury trials.” Although the vast majority of civil cases are settled, Gjording
Fouser has the reputation that, if requested by their clients, without
hesitation, they will go to trial.

RECENT ACCOLADES


After reviewing our firm’s casework and conducting extensive
interviews with our clients and other Idaho litigators, Benchmark
Litigation named our firm the“2018 Idaho Litigation Firm of the
Year,” “2017 Idaho Litigation Firm of the Year” and the “2016 Idaho
Litigation Firm of the Year.”



Chambers USA ranked our firm in the highest category possible, band
1, in the Idaho Litigation: Medical Malpractice & Insurance Defense
section. An interviewee stated, “They [Gjording Fouser] have a
great reputation; just them being named as our defense counsel
has an impact on the case, as they garner a lot of respect.”



U.S. News-Best Lawyers ranked our firm in the highest category
possible, tier 1, in the Idaho appellate category and the personal
injury litigation – defendants category. For the seventh year in a
row, we are the only law firm to receive a tier 1 ranking in the Idaho
appellate category. We received a tier 2 ranking in the medical
malpractice law – defendants category.

COST-EFFECTIVE CASE MANAGEMENT
Gjording Fouser is a small law firm that is supported by an excellent and
experienced staff. Our goal is to provide our clients with top-quality legal
services and we take pride in knowing that our clients get the best legal
service without the expense of using a large firm which must maintain its
overhead demands.
www.gfidaholaw.com
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Our extensive experience allows us to skillfully determine a strategic focus early in the matter and that strategy is
carried out through resolution, either by settlement or trial. As a result, our client understands the facts, costs,
risks, exposure and plan of action at an early stage and can make economic, strategic decisions.

OUR TEAM

Jack S. Gjording, Member Attorney
jgjording@gfidaholaw.com

Trudy H. Fouser, Member Attorney
tfouser@gfidaholaw.com

Stephen L. Adams, Attorney
sadams@gfidaholaw.com

Bobbi K. Dominick, Attorney
bdominick@gfidaholaw.com

Taylor H. Fouser, Attorney
taylor.fouser@gfidaholaw.com

Julianne S. Hall, Attorney
jhall@gfidaholaw.com

Lea L. Kear, Attorney
lkear@gfidaholaw.com

Karen O. Sheehan, Attorney
ksheehan@gfidaholaw.com

Jennifer L. Swajkoski, Attorney
jswajkoski@gfidaholaw.com
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